Clustered microcalcifications, which are frequently an important signal of possible cancer, are usually hidden in dense breast images, adding more difficulty in mammogram medical analysis. In this work we evaluate the performance of a previously developed computer-aided detection scheme, modified for application to dense breast images. The main focus of this investigation was on the effect of different contrast resolutions on the processing performance. We have processed dense breast images digitized with a and 12 bits to evaluate the performance of this computeraided detection scheme with different contrast resolutions. As expected, for most of the 12·bit images, the number of detected signals was greater or at least equal to that of the a·bit images.
S OME RESEARCH groups are working on developing computer models and techniques to aid in the detection of structures that can be associated with breast cancer, such as microcalcifications.l " Because of their small size, and limitations of x-ray systems and the human eye, 'these microcalcifications could be missed by visual inspection of mammograms, a problem enhanced when the breast has a high density.f Sometimes, however, structures that cannot be perceived by the human eye can be enhanced by computer procedures. In a previous work," we described a computerized procedure designed to automate detection of clustered microcalcifications in digitized conventional mammograms. In this work, we have modified the scheme to enable processing of dense breast images with higher contrast resolution (12 bits), from a digitization provided by a laser scanner. The purpose was mainly to evaluate the performance with these improvements for this type of poor contrast image, verifying how these features influence early detection rates on dense breast images.
METHODS
The previously described computer scheme detects the existence and location of microcalcification clusters in an image by applying the area-point transformation? to the result of segmentation and then grouping detected signals in a predefined area. 6 In the current work, the processed images were digitized by a Lumiscan scanner (Lumisys, Sunnyvale, CA). with 12 bits of contrast resolution and 0.15 mm of spatial resolution. As possible film displacements during the scanner reading procedure could yield significant differences for identifying. selecting. and recording the regions of interest (ROIs). two scans would be necessary to digitize the mammograms with 8 and 12 bits. Thus, in order to assure a pattern for late comparisons. the selected dense breasts mammograms were digitized only with 12 bits of contrast resolution and a procedure was designed to re-record the selected regions with 8 bits of contrast resolution. The ROIs were extracted from the whole images by visual inspection and each was submitted to three processing routines: segmentation, arca-point transformation.! and microcalcification grouping. The segmentation procedure is completely parameterized. There are two parameters ("threshold value" and "standard deviation") that can be changed during a processing. The second is the value that has the larger influence on results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fifty-two ROIs extracted from 17 dense breast mammograms were processed. Figure I shows graphs with the results from microcalcification and cluster detection using different SO values in the segmentation procedure. Figure la indicates the percentage of 12-bit digitized images for which the scheme detected more, less, or an equal amount of microcalcifications relative to the detection of the 8-bit images. Figure lb shows detection of clusters. As expected, for the 12-bit images the number of detected signals was greater or at least equal to the 8-bit images detection. In some specific cases, however, a larger amount of pixels-related to microcaIcifications-was registered for the 8-bit image compared with the l2-bit image. This can be explained by the association between the segmentation and area-point transformatiorr' procedure. Our evaluation from these results indicates that, differently from our previous tests," the detected signals now are probably corresponding to true- positive results. They were obtain ed by changes in the routines developed for 12-bit image processing. Furthermore, even for intrinsically poor contrast dense breast images, in a large percentage of ROls relative to the 12-bit images , more signals were detected compared with the 8-bit images. This is important to the efficiency of dense breasts image processing, since the increase in gray levels (4,096 v 256) in this type of image can partially compensate for the reduced contrast between 'microcalcifications and the typical glandular structures in the background. In fact, the larger the difference between the gray level for a given pixel and those around this first, the larger the probability of these pixels being white in the resultant binary image of the segmentation. Concerning the images with no detected signal, our analysis indicates that if any microcalcification was present, its contrast ' was very small compared with the background in the original image and, therefore, even with 12 bits of contrast resolution, its detection was impossible. Obviously, a specific technique designed to enhance the contrast in dense breasts images prior to the segmentation and detection procedure would be necessary to impro ve the scheme performance.
CONCLUSIONS
The gray level amount is a well-known factor affecting the processing results for microcalcification detection. Our tests have regi stered more detected microcalcifications for most ROIs corresponding to our dense breasts mammograms database when we consider the images digitized with more gray level s (4,096). The increase in detected signals was not too high compared with 8-bit detection, which is indicative that they are not corresponding to noise, but to true structures. We have also observed that 12-bit images are more sensitive to those changes than g-bit images. Although medical evidence about the number of microcalcifications present in a single image is practically impossible to obtain, even from cytopathologic analysis, the number and positioning of clusters is often available information for comparison purposes. Considering this type of information, we could confirm that the increase in contrast resolution during the digitization procedure can improve the capability of identifying microcalcifications in dense breast images, which are well recognized as being difficult for analysi s.
